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our 2015 Networking & Training Conference,
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great value for money at $200pp (get in early)
for an agenda packed conference with
interesting industry presentations,
networking, training and site visits.
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Everyone is invited to attend, and we look
forward to seeing you at this event.

Happy New Year! I hope you all had a
good break over the holidays.
We had an exciting start to 2015 with the
ATP tennis sponsorship. The week-long
tournament faced extremely hot weather and
rain but the day of the finals was perfect and
sunny.
We formed another partnership in the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) with OCSHI
Solutions and Services, bringing our number of
partners in the Middle East to three.
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PowerHealth proudly sponsors
Western Health Fundraising

PowerHealth partners with OCSHI
Solutions & Services to bring
Healthcare Costing solution to GCC

PowerHealth Solutions was proud to be a corporate sponsor for the
Western Health Community Race Day held at the Flemington Racecourse on
Saturday 13th December 2014.
Australian healthcare software vendor PowerHealth Solutions has
partnered with healthcare technology company OCSHI Solutions and
Services to bring the PowerPerformance Manager (PPM) healthcare costing
system to the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) region.

The Western Health Community Race Day is the Melbourne
metropolitan public health service’s flagship fundraising event and 2014
marks the ninth year of this race.
The event is run by the Western Health Foundation to raise funds for
enhancing the healthcare in Melbourne’s west through the purchase of
equipment, funding of medical research, and provision of scholarships for
staff. The proceeds from this year’s event will go towards the Sunshine Kids
Appeal Program.
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Healthcare spending in the GCC region is increasing annually due to
2
population growth and governmental efforts to achieve high quality of care .
To control rising costs, the need to more accurately cost information is
crucial to identifying high cost areas and building improvement strategies.
PowerPerformance Manager (PPM) is the most popular activity based
costing solution in Australia, with public and private hospital clients as well
as State Health Departments and Area Health Services.

PowerHealth Solutions has a close working relationship with Western
Health through the implementation of their PowerPerformance Manager
(PPM) system for monitoring and reporting on healthcare costing and
activity based funding.

OCSHI Solutions and Services is a leading healthcare IT system
integrator providing innovative solutions to the GCC customers.

PowerHealth Solutions has a strong social awareness policy and fosters
a company culture that gives back to the community by routinely supporting
a wide range of charitable endeavours. The company is very pleased to
support the Western Health Foundation’s work in enhancing public
healthcare.

“Extending PowerPerformance Manager system to the region is inline
with our strategy to deliver state of the art solutions to our customers,
which will enable them to provide higher quality of care while controlling
costs," said OCSHI Solutions and Services CEO Mutaz Ali.
PowerHealth Solutions CEO Patrick Power said, “We are delighted to
have OCSHI Solutions and Services as a GCC Partner for PPM. Their focus
and dedication to healthcare IT is unique and will add great value in our
ability to successfully deliver PPM to GCC customers.”
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The new PowerHealth Solutions
Mobile-Friendly Website

“Middle East, Africa lead rising global health care costs for 2014: Survey” by Jerry Geisel, Business
Insurance, 16 May 2014.

2 Trend #4 in “5 Big Financial Trends for the Global Healthcare Market” by Laura Miller, Becker’s SPINE
REVIEW, 29 May 2014.

About OCSHI Solutions and Services
Founded in 2003 in the United Arab
Emirates, OCSHI Solutions and Services
was the first healthcare informatics
company to start operating out of Dubai Internet City. OCSHI Solutions &
Services are pioneers of information technology in the Healthcare arena
offering a host of innovative Healthcare IT solutions and services that
effectively address the business needs of clients today and equip their
business to compete successfully in the market.
The company offers best-of-breed Healthcare IT products and cutting
edge technologies to help clients address critical business imperatives and
manage the business and technology complexities of today's roller coaster
economy.
Did you notice our new online look? If you have been following us on
Twitter, Linked In or Facebook, you would also have seen the launch
announcements for our new website a fortnight ago.

The company focuses on delivering a wide range of solutions to a
multitude of international healthcare sectors, including HIS, PACS, ER
Solutions, Medical Transcription, Revenue Cycle Management solutions,
Integration of Healthcare solutions, Project Management Training and
ongoing support services. OCSHI is fully committed to bringing the latest
Healthcare IT technology to its clients.
www.ocshi.com

www.powerhealthsolutions.com

Our new website is mobile-friendly and designed to automatically fit
every screen size, including smartphones, tablets, widescreen computer
monitors.
It is now easier than ever to download documents and files, log
PowerAssists, as well as register for the upcoming PHS Networking and
Training Conference using your mobile device from wherever you are.
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Registrations Now Open

engine) in collaboration with Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust.
Albatross is the PHS distributor for PPM in the UK.

Efficiency and quality in the NHS
Dmitry will be giving us an overview of the changing landscape of
costing & funding in the UK's National Health Service over the past 15 years.
He will share his insights into the new seven-year costing roadmap
(spanning 2015-2021) recently introduced by Monitor, the independent
healthcare regulator, to improve efficiency in the costing process and
therefore the national tariff. He will scrutinise the effectiveness of the
roadmap using national benchmarking data.

Registrations are now open for the PowerHealth Solutions’ 2015
Networking and Training Conference, in Adelaide 26-27 May 2015.
Dates:
Venue:

Tuesday 26 - Wednesday 27 May 2015
Adelaide Pavilion
corner South Terrace and Peacock Road, Adelaide
Excellent value at $400pp, with Early Bird discount
$200pp before 27th April.
We will send you an invoice after you have registered
online.
Adelaide Oval with live band “The Deer Johns”
Quest Apartments and Grand Chifley Hotel.

Cost:

Dinner:
Accommodation:

Marc Voyvodich

Stroudwater Associates, USA
Marc Voyvodich is an expert in the healthcare
industry. Over the last three decades, he has worked with
doctors, hospitals, health insurance companies, and
universities to improve the quality of care they have been
providing as well as enhancing their efficiency and
productivity.
Marc is founder and Chair of the Board of Directors at Stroudwater
Associates. His primary focus over the past 28 years has been assisting
clients in performance improvement through clinical service and facility,
strategic, and operational planning. Preceding the creation of Stroudwater
Associates, Marc was the first Executive Director of SYNERNE (a 20+ hospital
alliance in northern New England) and Program Officer at the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation, where his responsibilities included managing national
programs in emergency medicine, rural medical practice development, and
new program development.

Click here to go to the Conference Landing Page.

Efficiency and Quality Theme
Maintaining the balance between efficiency and quality in healthcare is
essential in the current environment of challenging efficiency targets and
budgetary constraints.
This is becoming more critical as the Australian Government is planning
to increase efficiency and quality by reducing spending on low-value
interventions and getting serious about combating avoidable side-effects,
mistakes and infections. Their figures show that TEN per cent of all health
expenditure — as much as $15 billion a year — could be saved through a
concerted effort to reduce wasteful programs, marginal treatments and
1
avoidable errors.

The future isn’t what it used to be
Marc will share his insights into the state of the healthcare industry in
the US. His view is that we are currently at an inflection point that will begin
the move away from the historical trajectory of the past 50 years. Driving
this change are demographics, macro-economic realities, a re-structuring of
market forces, an expanding understanding of performance improvement
strategies driven by big data, transformational changes in therapeutic
capabilities, and consumerism.

Themed "Efficiency and Quality in Healthcare", this conference is a
valuable opportunity to join health industry professionals as they come
together to share strategies and explore the issues involved in delivering
efficient healthcare while continuing to maintain quality.
1

Managing these forces will be more challenging than ever. Marc
examines the factors involved in getting the right balance of both public
policy and the payment & delivery of health services. The prize for getting it
right is significantly improved quality and value of healthcare services.

“Health eyes $15bm payoff from war on waste, The Australian, National Affairs, 14 January 2015.

Click here to view the Conference Agenda.

Jane Wundersitz

WunderTraining, Adelaide

Keynote Speakers

Jane Wundersitz is the founder of WunderTraining, a
company that offers fresh and innovative professional
training workshops to improve workplace performance and
enhance staff attitude and morale. Jane incorporates
strategies and the science of Positive Psychology into her
conference keynote speeches, workplace training and senior leadership
roles.

We have an impressive array of speakers lined up. At this stage, we
have three keynote speakers confirmed, with more to come.

Dmitry Dorsky

Albatross Financial Solutions, UK
Dmitry is the Managing Director of Albatross Financial
Solutions in the UK. He has over 20 years of experience in
the design, development and implementation of costing
solutions across the NHS, Police and other public sector
areas.

Jane is an accredited Corporate Trainer and VIA Institute Master Trainer
who is passionate about building a great company culture where individuals
and teams thrive. Jane's presentation style is highly engaging, driven by her
contagious positive energy. Her background in visual arts gives her a
creative edge to in delivering the content in an original and memorable way.
She has the life and work experience which brings an authentic reality to the
content.

Dmitry developed the Synergy costing system, which has been the most
widely used Patient Level Information and Costing System in the UK for
many years, and has additionally implemented many costing solutions in
over 30 National Health Service organisations. Outside of the NHS, Dmitry
developed and implemented Activity Based Costing in the Police service and
national data collection and benchmarking with Her Majesty Inspectorate of
Constabularies and the Home Office.

Positive psychology at work
Jane will be using positive psychology strategies and insights to help
boost performance both professionally as well as personally. The session will
stimulate self reflection and a fresh mindset to result in increased efficiency
and quality at work as well as at home. She will cover many topics including
motivation, happiness, strengths, productivity and gratitude. This is a
keynote session that will be enjoyed by everyone.

Albatross Financial Solutions developed the first Patient Cost
Benchmarking service in the UK and recently developed the Patient,
Education & Research Costing system (which uses PPM as the costing

www.powerhealthsolutions.com
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Face-to-Face Networking

has been introduced to provide very fast export of large data sets and in
cases where multiple linked data elements appear in the report,
duplicated values can be handled via a new report design setting.
This training course is aimed at Datix System Administrators and will
introduce you to enhancements made in the following areas: Dashboard,
Listing reports, and Report export.
 Methods for achieving and validating data quality
To ensure a quality report output you must first ensure the quality of the
data that is input. This training course is aimed at Datix System
Administrators and will introduce you to concepts that will assist with
achieving and validating data quality:
- Mandatory fields
- Coded fields and the use of “Other”
- Validating data quality through searching
- Validating data quality through reporting.

Networking is one of the top incentives for conference attendance.
There are many networking opportunities for you to mingle, make contact,
get to know and share with other delegates with the same interests:
 Optional networking drinks the night before
 Longer lunch breaks and morning/afternoon tea breaks
 Networking dinner on the night of Day 1
 Networking activity and drinks on Day 2.

Short Consults

If you are selected to present a successful case study illustrating how
they used PPM, PBRC or Datix to achieve a positive result for your
organisation, this will contribute to the productive discussion, improve the
conference experience and substantially increase your networking reach,
generating positive industry exposure for yourself and your organisation.

Hands-On Training
Delegates from each stream will receive hands-on training in a
classroom environment.

In the interests of helping our users improve efficiency and quality, we are
introducing private one-on-one interactive sessions with consultants.

PPM: Introduction to New Features

You can use this time to improve your PPM, PBRC or Datix product
knowledge by asking product-related questions such as:
 “How do I” questions
 A demonstration of a product feature
 Discuss a simple issue
 Initiate a discussion on a more complicated issue which can be continued
later with your PHS consultant.

There have been many new enhancements introduced
to PPM in the last 6 months, ie from versions 1.4.2 and 1.5.
This training course will cover the following features:
 Digital Dashboard — which display results from the library reports,
queries and charts
 Library new features — including library context, exporting and sharing of
items between sites
 Health Roundtable processing
 Reporting parameters
 CHADx
 Datix integration
 Generic incident data load
 Relative Value Unit Builder enhancements
 Post cost weight adjustment.

You can book your short consult as part of the conference registration,
or separately after the registration, closer to the conference start. Places are
limited and allocated on a first-come-first-served basis.

PPM Site Visit
St Andrew’s Hospital

PBRC: Implementing a new feeder system and billing
area
This training course tackles the issues of feeder
implementation. Using examples, you will implement a
new feeder system and billing area. This exercise covers
the issues you need to consider, such as the impact the
new feeder will have on PBRC and the billing processes.
Using case studies, we will consider issues such as:
 the split in implementation tasks between your organisation and PHS,
which varies depending on the resources you have available
 the pros and cons of a new feeder vs direct data entry.

St Andrew's Hospital has kindly agreed to host a PPM site visit this year.

The topic is applied to both PBRC-IE and PBRC-AE over two sessions.
During the session for the other PBRC version, delegates are invited to
attend short consult sessions.

When:
Where:
Distance:

Datix Training

St Andrew's Hospital is a 201 bed private surgical hospital situated
opposite Adelaide’s south parklands. It houses nine state-of-the-art
operating theatre suites, an 18-bed Critical Care Unit, an up-to-date
Emergency Department plus two procedure rooms, an Angiography Suite, a
Day Patient Suite and arguably South Australia's most comprehensive
private cancer-care facility.

 Efficient reporting in Datix Version 14
Datix Version 14 introduces many enhancements that
lead to more efficient reporting. For example, load
time to screen is much faster for larger reports, with
similar improvement for export to PDF and Excel; a CSV export function
www.powerhealthsolutions.com

Wednesday afternoon 2-4pm 27th May, including travel time
St Andrew's Hospital, 350 South Terrace, Adelaide SA 5000
1.4km or 4 minutes taxi ride or 19 mins walking
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Datix Site Visit
Women’s and Children’s Hospital

 1x night's accommodation at either the Quest or the Chifley (contiguously
before, during, or contiguously after the conference), or
 1x $200 giftcard of your choice.

Important Dates
When:
Where:
Distance:

March 2015

Wednesday afternoon 2-4pm 27th May, including travel time
Women’s and Children’s Hospital
72 King William Road, North Adelaide SA 5006
2.9km or 10 minutes taxi ride

 Monday 16 March — Open for registrations — Early Bird $200pp

April 2015

SA Health has kindly agreed to host a Datix site visit at The Women's
and Children's Hospital in Adelaide.

 Monday 27 April — Early Bird closes — Registration $400pp
 Monday 27 April — Call for papers closes, abstracts due — email to Theen

SA Health provides public healthcare services for the 1.2 million
population in the state through 5 Local Health Networks which includes 8
metropolitan hospitals.

May 2015







Datix is behind SA Health's Safety Learning System (SLS) used state-wide
for managing patient incidents, staff incidents and consumer feedback since
its introduction in 2011.
The Women's and Children's Hospital provides state of the art health
care for women and children in Adelaide and South Australia. Each year,
more than 30,000 people are admitted and around 4,000 babies are born at
the hospital. In addition around 250,000 people come to the hospital as
outpatients. The hospital includes an Obstetric Unit (approximately 100
beds), an Intensive/Special Care Nursery (approximately 50 beds) and a
Child and Adolescent Unit (approximately 150 beds).

PowerHealth sponsors ATP
International Tennis Tournament

Networking Dinner – Adelaide Oval

When:
Where:
Pre-dinner:
Dinner:
Music:
Cost:

Friday 8 May — User presentation PPTX files due — email to Theen
Monday 18 May — Registrations close
Monday 18 May — Short Consult Bookings close if not filled prior
Monday 25 May — Networking drinks and early registration
Tuesday 26 May — Conference Day 1
Wednesday 27 May — Conference Day 2

Tuesday night 26th May
Adelaide Oval, War Memorial Drive, North Adelaide SA 5006
Drinks and guided tour of the Adelaide Oval
3-course dinner in the Cathedral Room, L3 Eastern Stand
The Deer Johns — live rock & roll band
Included in your conference registration fee.
Extra $200pp for guests.
Ryan Harrison, Singles Winner

Call for Papers

Earlier this year, PowerHealth Solutions was the Platinum Sponsor for
the City of Onkaparinga ATP Challenger Tour international tennis
tournament from 2-11 January 2015 in Happy Valley, South Australia.

You are invited to present a paper sharing an aspect of how you are
using PPM, PBRC or Datix to achieve a positive result for your healthcare
organisation.

International Tournament

Our user community is mature and has the expertise and experience to
contribute towards the efficiency and quality of healthcare administration. If
you have something to share, this is an excellent opportunity to be heard
and recognised.

This was a men’s professional tennis event and the first Challenger Tour
event in the 2015 season on the Australia/Asia Tennis Tour Calendar. It was
part of the Australian Pro Tour series and a vital lead-in event for the
Australian Open Grand Slam. Tennis Australia’s Tournament Operations
Coordinator, Jason Simmons expected the event to attract a world class field
of players in the lead up to the Australian Open.

If you are interested:
 Discuss your topic idea with your PowerHealth Solutions consultant

The annual ATP Challenger Tour gives young players the opportunity to
gain experience and ranking for moving up to the ATP World Tour. All of
today’s best tennis players, such as Rafael Nadal, Novak Djokovic, Roger
Federer, Andy Murray and Thomaz Bellucci have played in the ATP
Challenger Tours to springboard for their careers onto the ATP World Tour.

 Submit a short abstract (~250 words) to Theen Moy by Monday 27th April
 If your paper is accepted, your PPTX presentation is due Friday 8th May.
In recognition of the time required to put together a presentation, we
show our appreciation by offering you a choice of one of the following:
 1x conference registration for yourself, or
 1x conference dinner ticket for a friend, or
www.powerhealthsolutions.com
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At this tournament, players competed for a slice of the USD$50,000 in
prize money, as well as up to 80 ranking points. Among the very strong field
of players were Marcos Baghdatis (2003 Australian open winner, formerly
World #8) and Paul Henri Mathieu (2000 French open winner, formerly
World #12), and Ryan Harrison (formerly World #43).
At the finals, Ryan Harrison fought it out on the court with Marcos
Baghdatis to defeat him 7-6 (10-8), 6-4 and win this $50,000 event.

Tennis resurgence in South Australia
Tennis SA Chief Executive, Steven Baldas noted that as this tournament
was one of the highest profile tennis events ever hosted by South Australia,
it would bring the South and the Happy Valley Tennis Club to the front of the
world stage.

John & Stephanie Pilla, Andrea & Garry Crispin, Patrick Power, Lorraine
Rosenberg (Onkapringa Mayor), Mark Woodforde (coach), Jane & Daryl
Stillwell, Peter Smith (coach), Simon Longhurst (Club President)

Simon Longhurst, President of the Happy Valley tennis club, saw this
sponsorship as a valuable boost to South Australian tennis. He said,
“Through this sponsorship, PowerHealth Solutions is giving the Happy Valley
Tennis Club the valuable opportunity to host an eminent international
tournament, which will promote local youth interest in the sport as well as
put South Australia on the world stage.”

City of Onkaparinga Mayor, Lorraine Rosenberg opened the tournament
at the Sponsors Dinner on Sunday 4th January and attended the tournament
every day. She said, "The City of Onkaparinga is delighted to be supporting
and hosting the ATP Challenger event in 2015. The tournament provides a
fantastic opportunity for locals to watch the world’s up-and-coming players
close to home and for these tennis players to experience our wonderful
region and all it has to offer."

Along with PowerHealth Solutions and the City of Onkaparinga, other
local businesses also participated to sponsor the event.

Getting to know Barry Smith

Getting to know Paul Woodward
Paul joined PHS at the start of 2014 to head-up the
Datix team. Paul brings with him 12+ years of
experience in the IT industry and has focused solely on
healthcare IT for the past 10 years. Prior to joining PHS,
Paul worked for PHS’ UK-based partner Datix where he
implemented the Datix patient safety and healthcare
risk management software throughout the UK, Europe,
North America, the Middle East and Australia.

Barry Smith is a Non-Executive Board Member of
PowerHealth Solutions. He also is an Executive
Director of Baron Partners, an independent
“boutique” advisory business operating in Sydney and
Adelaide to provide corporate advice on floats, capital
raisings, takeovers, acquisitions and divestments.
Prior to joining PowerHealth Solutions, Barry was
a board member and Chair of the Investment
Committee of ECH Inc, a major South Australian not-for-profit aged care
provider, and a member of the Council of Governors and Chair of Finance of
Pulteney Grammar School. As a long-term resident of Prospect and
reflecting his interest in the Prospect community, Barry currently serves on
the Audit and Risk Management Committee of the City of Prospect.

As the Datix Operations Manager, Paul developed their Partner
Development Programme, which brought him to Adelaide in late 2013 to
work with PHS to establish the Datix arm of the business. During this time,
Paul saw a great opportunity to join PHS and relocated from the UK to
Adelaide with his wife and two young daughters.

Barry is married to Melinda Barva and has two teenage daughters, Ella
and Sophia. Melinda is an orthodontist who loves doing art and craft in her
nonexistent spare time. The Barva-Smith family also has two cocker
spaniels, Jasper and Izzy, who came to live with them courtesy of Animal
Rescue. At this stage, with 2 teenage daughters and 2 delinquent dogs, Barry
and Melinda consider they have a very full (and sometimes fulfilling) life.

Paul’s Favourites
Food:

Thai.

Movie:

The (original) Star Wars trilogy.

Book:

I enjoy non-fiction, particularly
biographies, eg Scar Tissue by Anthony
Kiedis and Slash by Slash.

TV Show:

The Inbetweeners.

Song:

This changes all the time. At the moment
it’s probably Supremacy by Muse.

Musicians:

Of all time has to be Metallica.

Sport/ Team:

F1 – McLaren Mercedes.

Pastime:

Spending time with my daughters – Bella
(4) and Mimi (2).

Gadget:

Anything Apple. I love my MacBook, iPad
and iPhone!

Holiday Destination:

South Australia!

Barry’s Favourites
Food:
Movie:
Book:
TV Show:
Musicians:
Sport/ Team:
Pastime:
Gadget:
Holiday Destination:

Yes (all food)
Cannot choose between: ‘Love Actually’
and ‘Leon the Professional’
The Street Sweeper
Borgen
Pavarotti and Diana Krall
Tennis / Wallabies
Hi-fi / gardening / travel / reading
My exaSound high resolution DAC
Budapest

www.powerhealthsolutions.com
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